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Abstract

This study aims to examine Piaget’s cognitive theory of early childhood readiness to enter elementary school. The method used is quantitative descriptive, using samples of early childhood selected based on the criteria of 5 years of age. The results of the study were processed using statistical calculations. The results obtained were that the instruments developed were effective enough to test cognitive readiness of early childhood in elementary school entrance examinations. In addition, the average tested child has a fairly good readiness but requires guidance by the teacher so that his cognitive abilities develop optimally.
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INTRODUCTION

The theory of child development based on developmental aspects is increasingly being deepened by scientists. Diverse child development is then categorized into several aspects including the psychomotor, language, cognitive, social, and emotional aspects (Devi, 1998; Madaschi et al, 2016). The age stages of child development are also increasingly known, such as age before school and school age. Age stages in the development of the child can be different between one child and another (Institute of Medicine NRC, 2015). This is influenced by factors that are divided into internal and external factors (Unsworth, 2011; Rintoul, et al, 1998; Spies, et al, 2017; Mo- lai, 2016).

Internal factors such as genetics or innate and external factors such as nutritional intake in food, the environment, culture, lifestyle, etc. (Pem, 2015). Unity between the factors of heredit- dity, environment, and maturity of individuals in meeting environmental needs is then referred to as mental age. The mental age of each individual is certainly unique so even though there is a gen- eral classification, it is necessary to analyze in depth the uniqueness of each individual (Adeler & Fagley, 2009).

The leaders in classifying the stages of a child’s development differ based on his typical approach, as well as his perspective on children. In this report the author will analyze and examine the development of children in Piaget’s cognitive view. The aspects studied were about theoretical concepts, stages of development, development of instruments to test the readiness of children to enter elementary school, and analysis of the results of the trial of these instruments.

In cognitive development in childhood, Piaget revealed that children play an active role in gaining knowledge. Unlike behavior where children passively wait for information or stimulus (Parke & Gauvain, 2009). In addition, when children get new information, they actively try to adjust to the experience or knowledge they have acquired before. In other words, children reconstruct their own understanding. Thus, the theory developed by Piaget refers to constructi- vist views (Bada, 2015).

In the development of children understanding information or thought processes, the main key to intellectual development is the organizational process and adaptation to the scheme that is obtained by children (Eccles, 1999). Schemes are units of information grouped in an individual’s mental understanding, schemes are formed based on the understanding and interaction of individuals with their environment, in other words schemes will adapt to their environment and change during individual cognitive development (Bormanaki & Khoshhal, 2017). Organization is an individual mental process to regulate or construct personal understanding that involves the process of adaptation to newly acquired information (Parke & Gauvain, 2009). Adaptation to the envi- ronment is done through two processes, namely the assimilation process and accommodation.

In the child adaptation process, understanding the world, the information obtained will be assimilated and accommodated. Assimilation is a cognitive process in which a person integrates new perceptions, concepts or experiences into a scheme or pattern that is already in his mind (Lumen Learning). Assimilation is seen as a cognitive process that places and classifies new events or stimuli in existing schemes. This assimilation process continues, organizing and adapting itself to the environment in accordance with the new understanding that continues to evolve (Lefudin, 2017). Accommodation is the process of integrat- ing new stimulus into a scheme that has been formed indirectly. The behavior that can be carried out individually is the process of modifying the scheme (Feldman, 2004). The process shows his ability to change his knowledge (accommodation) (Santrock, 2007). Next will be examined the stages of human cognitive development according to Piaget.

First, the sensorimotor stage runs from birth to around the age of two years (Wood, 2001). In this stage, the baby forms an understanding of the world by coordinating sensory experiences such as seeing and hearing with physical, motoric actions. At the beginning of this stage, newborns only have a reflex behavior pattern. At the end of the sensorimotor stage, two-year-old children are able to produce complex sensori- motor patterns and use primitive symbols (Marocco & Belpaerme, 2010).

Second, preoperational stages that take place at 2-7 years are indicated by those who begin to represent their world with words, shadows and images. During this stage children start using lan- guage; their memory and imagination are also de- veloping. At this stage children trust and express the relationship between the past and the future. Symbolic thoughts go beyond simple connections of sensory information and physical action (Si- matwa, 2010).

There is a symbolic phase at the age of 2-4 years. At this stage, the child gains the ability to represent objects that are not seen mentally

This ability extends the mental world of children as indicated by the ability to randomly describe people, homes, cars, clouds, etc. In addition, there is a phase of Intuitive thinking (4-7 years), when children begin to practice primitive reasoning and want to know the answers to various questions. According to Piaget, during this stage the mode of intuitive thinking applies is characterized by free, fantasy and unique associations that sometimes make no sense (Simatwa, 2010).

Third, concrete operational stages between 7-12 years. At this stage, the child is able to perform operative actions, and logical reasoning replaces intuitive reason as long as the reasoning can be applied to specific and concrete examples (Moshman, 1998). Fourth, formal operational stages that begin around the age of 12 years. At this stage, the child moves through concrete experiences and thinking in abstract and more logical ways (McLeod, 2018). As part of their ability to think abstractly, they develop images of ideal situations. Santrock demonstrates an example when teenagers can see concrete elements A, B, and C in order to be able to make a logical conclusion that if A = B, and B = C, then A = C (Santrock, 2007).

Based on the preliminary discussion and study of the literature, this scientific work was written to clarify Piaget’s theory whether or not it can be applied in real life. Research will be conducted by developing a theory initiated by Piaget and then compiling research variables until the questions and research statements are obtained. Therefore, the purpose of this scientific work is to examine what Piaget’s cognitive theory applies to the readiness of early childhood at a certain age in their thinking abilities.

METHOD

Research that has been done using a quantitative approach. The research design is descriptive which describes a single variable in the form of cognitive conditions of early childhood. The research sample is an early childhood chosen according to the criteria of 5 years old, amounting to 5 children. The method of data collection uses a list of questions that are tested on the sample then the data is processed using statistical rules.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Instruments to identify the readiness of children to enter primary school based on the stages of Piaget’s development based on the stages of Piaget’s cognitive development, namely children entering primary school are in the preoperational stage 2-7 years (Joubish & Muhammad, 2011). In general, children enter elementary school aged 6 or 7 years. Preoperational stages that take place at the age of 2-7 years are indicated by children who begin to represent their world with words, shadows, and images (Marwaha & Binny, 2017). Symbolic thoughts go beyond simple connections of sensory information and physical action.

The following are the results of the trials of instruments that have been developed. Respondents’ answers are transformed into Can/Cannot or True/False forms. Based on the answers of the five respondents, the scores of each item varied with a maximum score range of 5 and a minimum of 0. The items answered correctly were all (score 5) by all respondents were numbers 2, 4, 5, 6 for symbolic aspects; then number 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 for the intuitive aspects; then numbers 16, 18, 19, 20 for aspects of assimilation and number 25 for aspects of accommodation. The 17 numbers can be classified easily because all respondents can answer. Then what is answered (correct 3 or 4) by all respondents is number 1, 3 for symbolic aspects and number 17 for aspects of assimilation. The 3 numbers are classified as medium. The next answer (correct 1 or 2) is number 7 for symbolic aspects and number 22, 23, 24 for the accommodation aspect. The 4 numbers are quite difficult. Then the problem with a score of 0 is number 21 for the accommodation aspect. One number is a very difficult number because no respondent is able to answer correctly. It is known that this instrument has an easy composition of 68%, moderate questions as much as 12%, difficult questions as much as 16% and very difficult questions as much as 4%. While the average ability of respondents in answering was 82.4%. Therefore, there is still a difference of around 14% between the number of easy questions with the ability of respondents who mean respondents are not only able to do easy questions. According to the data, the percentage of the difficulty level of the question can be seen in the Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The level of difficulty of the question](image)
variable components. The intuitive aspect is the aspect that most children have. Children are able to reason primitive very well. Children today are easy to develop their knowledge and answer their curiosity. This can be analyzed because nowadays information access is so extensive, children can access knowledge through increasingly sophisticated technology and media. Next, the ability of children to be assimilated is still very good, 92% of them are kindergarten children who are able to integrate experience into existing schemes. The child is able to understand what he is facing or experience based on his knowledge. Then the symbolic aspects of respondents who are classified as good with the ability to recognize symbols in the form of images, colors, and words as a whole is 82.85%. Then the least score is the ability of children to do accommodation, which results in 44%. Children have not been able to integrate experience into the new scheme properly. The dominance of children's thinking is still assimilation. The possibility of a new child growing up and being able to do accommodation at a higher age between 6-7 years.

Overall the average ability to answer by the 1st to 5th respondents was 79.76%. These results indicate a good level of respondents' ability (in 1-100% 79.76% = good). Respondent 1 has the ability of 74.3% and is the smallest score compared to the ability of the other respondents. However, when looking at the indicators, respondents 1 as a whole graduate (the minimum limit is 60%) on the intuitive and assimilation aspects, the other two are still below 60%. Then respondent 2 has the same average score with respondent 3 which is 81.5%. Respondents 2 are both symbolic, intuitive, and assimilating while respondent 3 is good in all aspects, namely symbolic, intuitive, assimilation, and accommodation. Then respondents 4 had an average of 76.5% in both symbolic, intuitive and assimilation aspects. Similar to other respondents, the ability in the aspect of accommodation is classified as very low at 20%. Then respondent 5 is the highest ability in the symbolic and intuitive aspects of 100% and the ability of the assimilation and accommodation aspects is 80% and 60%. Then the average score of respondents 5 is 85%, which is the best compared to other respondents. The influential factor is the age of the most likely influence, because the age of the respondents 5 is 5 years 10 months and the other respondents below it.

Analysis of Instruments

The instruments used in this trial have several analysis notes including the following: 1. The instrument has not been tested for construct validity by experts, in other words the instrument tested has not yet known the validity level; 2. Based on the results of the trial, the instrument has a level of difficulty: 68% easy, 12% moderate, 16% difficult, and 4% very difficult. The spread of this difficulty level has not been set; 3. The trial was conducted on 5 respondents with an age range: 4 years 5 months to 5 years 10 months, or the age range was 1 year 5 months = 17 months; 4. The five classes range of respondents is Kindergarten-grade A to Kindergarten-grade B; 5. Instruments that have been tested can be used to select the readiness of children to enter elementary school from the cognitive aspect - Piaget; 6. Cognitive abilities tested using instruments are the ability to think symbolically and intuitively, as well as assimilation and accommodation; 7. The instrument has an easy level of difficulty in the intuitive aspects. But this could be due to the child’s primitive thinking ability which is indeed good and quite developed following the progress of the times; 8. Instruments have a level of difficulty - very difficult in aspects of accommodation. Only 4% of the respondent's ability to answer this aspect, but it can indeed be because the problem format is too high or difficult for children around 5 years old.

CONCLUSION

The main key to intellectual development is the organizational process and adaptation to the schemes that children get. Based on Piaget's theory, instruments were developed to test the readiness of children to enter elementary school. The basic concept of the instrument uses variables or aspects of symbolic, intuitive thinking, assimilation, and accommodation because Piaget's children aged 2-7 years are in the preoperational phase.

Instruments made and tested have been effective in assessing children's readiness to enter elementary school. The instrument was able to produce the final score of 5 respondents with an average range of 74.3% to 85%. The average respondent's ability to answer is 79.76%. These results mean that students are quite cognitively prepared to enter elementary school. Based on existing data, the most understood aspect of respondents is the aspect of intuitive thinking. Conversely, the most difficult aspect for respondents to understand is the aspect of accommodation thinking. Based on the average score of each respondent and the average score of at least 60%, all respondents passed the primary school readiness
test. It is hoped that subsequent research will develop children’s readiness at other stages of development.
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